Abstract—Advancement in Internet produced a large amount of data. At the same time it leads to many attacks. These attacks are more complex and unpredictable. Intrusion Detection System which is shortly called as IDS is a necessary constituent for providing reliability in advanced Networks. Its design includes either designation-based detection or abnormality behavior detection. Lately, Researchers adopted Deep Learning (DL) mechanism. This mechanism produces a better Performance in respect to traditional Machine Learning Algorithms. Deep Learning in operation to build a Model for the IDS may take a prolonged time because of computation complexity and a large number of hyper parameters. Distinct Deep Learning models for IDS on Apache Spark have been imposed in this paper. This paper uses the popular Network Security Lab - Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (NSL-KDD) dataset and shows a computation delay correlation between Apache Spark and regular implementation. Moreover, an extended model is used to enhance attack detection accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Computer networks have been boosted over the years, increasing to social and economic growth. The Internet Security Threat Report (ISTR) states that one in Thirteen Web requests is malicious software. The junk mails had increased to 55%, malware had risen to 46 %, and other network Threats. Cybercrime and threat actions have risen and have become a critical threat. IDS is an entry point software System to detect the Network attacks. This progress promoted an increase in network security. By inspecting packets obtained from the network, IDS helps to determine hazards. IDS is an entry point software to identify packets from the Network. It is also called as gateway. This overall improves Network Security. IDS System with traditional models already existed. In this project we are upgrading models by Deep learning Algorithms. This model mainly enhance the Internet Security.

1.1 DEEP LEARNING

Deep learning is simply defined as the advanced version of machine learning. Machine learning is the one in which system learns by itself. System learns independently without human support. Humans will train the system by feeding input and output data values. Finally by giving the input values system will predict the output values. There are many Traditional Machine Learning models to identify Network attacks. Since the Network attacks grows simultaneously we moved into the concept called Deep learning. Deep Learning is the up to date model of machine learning to detect different type of attacks. Detection accuracy produced by Deep Learning model is high compared to Machine Learning Models. This learning predicts Multi class classification. Deep Learning (DL) is used for various applications in many areas such as Graphics Processing, Artificial Intelligence, Computer Perception...

1.2 APACHE SPARK

IDS uses Apache Spark for processing large volume of data. Apache Spark is easy for accessing. Spark is an engine which works fast for large Big data processing. Simultaneously Spark executes the operations which is stored in memory.

Apache Spark is a free source software, disperse processing system which is handed-down for Big Data workloads. It follows Bottom-Up approach for performing data operations and process the data parallelly within short interval of time. It is superior than Hadoop for big data scale processing. It works 100 times greater than Hadoop. We use Apache Spark platform to reduce time complexity. Apache Spark is used for Parallel Classifiers for processing large volume of data with reduced interval of time.

1.3 NSL-KDD DATASET

NSL KDD Dataset is used for Training input and Output Variables. NSL-KDD is a standard data set recommended to solve some of the inborn problems of the KDD99 data set. This dataset is the popular dataset which doesn’t contain Redundant Values. It is the Redefined Version of KDD99 Dataset.KDD99 Dataset doesn’t contain duplicate values. NSL KDD Dataset predict five attacks. While UMSW NV15 Dataset predict fourteen attacks. In this project we Use NSL KDD Dataset. The records found in the training and test sets are Calculable.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Many Papers Published Machine Learning and there are Traditional Machine Learning Models to Predict the Network attacks. Already existed models predict the attacks with less accuracy. There are class imbalance problems as a result it predicts the Network attacks with
48% accuracy. Since there are different Modes of Network Connection namely, Dial-up Networks, Virtual Private Networks, Local Area Networks, Direct networks, Mobile Networks and Fiber Optic Cables... Network attacks grows increasingly. Moreover Time Complexity for processing data is also increases. So the Existing Model has to be upgraded. In Machine Learning Different Algorithms are used to improve accuracy but the accuracy is less due to class imbalance. Neural Network and LDA algorithm produces high accuracy when compared with other algorithms. Overall it produces accuracy with (46%-48%) compared with other algorithms.

III. PRESENT WORK

In Proposed Model, Deep learning Model is used in order to improve accuracy than previous models. Working on Deep Learning Algorithms to enhance model development. In the first approach we implement all Deep Learning algorithms. Adagrad method algorithm produces high accuracy with 47% over other algorithms. On analysing it

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

In this Model Preprocessing is done in the earlier stage to convert all values into numeric values. Preprocessing is done to avoid duplicate values, Null values are also eliminated in Preprocessing. Normalize Values to find Minimum and Maximum Values. During Training set X and Y values are given to the system and trained accordingly. In testing phase X values are given and the system has to predict Y values on learning by itself. SMOTE, a Sampling technique is used in the combination of LSTM model to predict Y values with high accuracy. For Class Imbalance SMOTE Technique is used as a solution Refer Fig (1.1). Spark Model is used after preprocessing and SMOTE Technique for parallel processing. The Processing Speed increases with reduced time. On Reference [6] IDS Model Block has been established. This reference gives the basic idea model of Intrusion Detection System. In the first step dataset is chosen and explored. Dataset is nothing but a collection of data’s. Dataset is then trained and this phase is called as Training Dataset. In the second step Preprocessing is done and converting Packet nominal values to numeric values. This Process eliminates null values. Sorting values from Minimum to maximum values. Entering into the third step SMOTE Technique is used as a solution for class imbalance and to improve accuracy. In Final phase SPARK Model has been introduced to produce output within a short interval of time. Hence Time complexity has been reduced in this stage.

4.1 IDS Model Block Diagram

4.2 SPARK Architecture

Spark Architecture consists of mainly three parts such as spark driver, cluster and Manager In fig4.2 First Clustering is done which divides the similar data into the same groups then, Manager Splits the data into multiple workers and workload is shared by multiple workers. Then the task is handled by Parallel Processors and Parallel Processing is done in this stage. It is the advanced version of sequential processing. Finally Output is produced by parallel workers and combined.
into a single output with high accuracy and reduced time complexity. Higher level Application Programming interface is used. In this paper Multi-Class Classification is used to detect Network attacks namely as follows, Normal attack, Denial of service attack, R2L, Probe and U2R.

Fig.4.2 Spark Architecture Diagram

4.3 PERFORMANCE MEASURE

4.3.1 Accuracy
It is the ratio of the correctly classified packets to the total dataset.

\[
\frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN}
\]

4.3.2 Precision
It is the ratio of correctly classified attacks to the total number of identified attacks. It can be calculated as:

\[
\frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

4.3.3 Recall
It is the ratio of accurately classified attacks to the total number of attacks in the test dataset. It can be calculated as:

\[
\frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

V. SYSTEM INTERFACE
An interface is an interconnection between two machines. It is an interconnection between a system and humans or between two hardware's. It is simply termed as exchange of information. The exchange can be either between Computer hardware, System Software or peripheral devices. An interface Diagram has been illustrated below on Fig.4.3

Fig.5.1 Interface Diagram

5.2 COMPARISON
On Training and Test Set Comparison Type of attack category are given in X axis and Values i.e. No of records are given in Y axis. The number of records and values varies accordingly for each type of attack categories.

For instance R2L Remote to Local attack on training set produces Zero value while on the test set produces a range of 3000 records. Similarly Normal attacks also varies in training and test set. Normal attacks gives highest range of values in training set while in test set it gives middle range of values. Probe attack gives low range of values in training and on the other end produces middle range of values. Deniel of Service attack (DOS) varies accordingly in training and test phase. User to Root attack (U2R) also gives a major different set of values while plotting a graph.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION & OUTPUT

MACHINE LEARNING ACCURACY

```python
algorithm=["NB", "DT", "LR", "KNN", "Neural Net", "SVM", "SGD", "LR"]
Training=[round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1)]
Test=[round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1), round(1,1)]
```

IMBALANCE DATASET ALL ALGORITHMS

```
```

DEEP LEARNING ACCURACY

```
```

SPARK MODEL

```
```

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a Deep Learning Model for advanced Network attacks with high accuracy over traditional models. At the same time, Parallel Classifiers method is used to predict output within a short interval of time. Comparing different outputs by various algorithms. First in Machine Learning, by implementing all algorithms, we found Neural Network and LDA produces high accuracy of 48% over others. In the second phase, moving into Deep Learning Model LSTM and SMOTE algorithms predicts the output values with 77% accuracy over Machine Learning. Finally, Apache Spark Model is used to reduce time complexity by parallel classification and predicts the result output within a few seconds.
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